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Foreword by Henry Puna, Secretary General,
Pacific Islands Forum Secretariat
E-commerce features as a key regional priority in the Pacific Aid-for-Trade Strategy 2020-2025. As part of
this mandate, the Pacific Islands Forum Secretariat has taken the lead in supporting Forum Islands Countries
in their efforts to take an active part in the global digital revolution.
Indeed, E-commerce presents an unprecedented opportunity to increase trade of the FICs, narrow
distances and reduce trade costs among Forum Members, and between the Blue Pacific and the rest of
the world. If conditions are right, E-commerce can provide the impetus for Members to explore new ways
of doing business and trading and to increase the diversification of their economies towards emerging
sectors. Importantly, strengthening E-commerce readiness has become essential particularly as the world
continues to grapple with what a post-COVID economy work look like and operate as.
Major investments in fibre-optic submarine cables across the region has made the internet faster, more
reliable, and affordable, but the extra capacity has not yet been fully utilised.
From its beginning in 2017, the Pacific E-commerce Initiative promoted by the Secretariat has progressively
strengthened, thanks to the steadfast commitment of our Members and the support of like-minded technical
agencies and donor partners. The direction provided by our Members, for all Forum Island Countries to
benefit from national assessments as the first step towards developing a Regional E-commerce Strategy,
has been progressed significantly.
Following UNCTAD’s methodology, the report focuses on six key areas of critical importance for crossborder and domestic E-commerce development:
•
•
•
•
•
•

E-commerce policies and strategies;
Legal and regulatory frameworks;
ICT infrastructure and E-commerce support services ecosystem;
Trade facilitation and logistics ecosystem;
Payment solutions and Access to financing initiatives for E-commerce; and
E-commerce skills development.

We trust that the report will guide the uptake of E-commerce in Nauru in the coming years. PIFS is bound
to support its Members in prioritising the digitalisation of government and businesses in their national
development and seek the needed resources to fully benefit from their participation in the internet
revolution.
This E-commerce Assessment for Nauru was made possible through the financial assistance received from
the E-commerce Aid for Trade Fund, a development facility funded by the Australian Aid program. I thank
the Australian Aid Program for its support.

Henry Puna
Secretary General of the Pacific Islands Forum
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Executive Summary
Nauru is currently positioned at a critical juncture and must pursue strategic choices which will safeguard and support
its economic and socioeconomic growth trajectory. The decline of the dominant phosphate mining sector, which
facilitated Nauru’s growth over multiple decades, is accompanied by a slowdown of activities related to the Regional
Processing Centre (RPC), with further declines in both sectors anticipated in the near future. Efforts to leverage Nauru’s
fishing resources (primarily Tuna) and secure revenue via fishing licenses for foreign fleets have offset some of the
revenue decline, although long term sustainability seems tenuous.
The key challenge though is that almost all of Nauru’s export portfolio is comprised of unsustainable commodities and
services – primary phosphate resources have declined and the viability of mining secondary phosphate resources is
uncertain, especially considering environmental costs; the RPC is a major employer of Nauruan citizens, however the
spillover benefits to the broader economy are minor, unlike other services sectors which frequently have knowledge
spillover effects; regarding the Fisheries sector, the revenues originate mainly from fishing licenses rather than productive
activities involving small scale fishermen; therefore, in all three areas, the contributions do not progress much beyond
functioning as immediate, short-term revenue sources. This is a significant risk and an indicator that the country can no
longer depend upon traditional drivers of growth. New growth poles are required. From a productive sector standpoint,
growth has been limited. The limited availability of land, the relative isolation of Nauru, and weak positioning of Small,
Medium Enterprises (SME) sector against State-Owned Enterprises (SOE) have curtailed SME-led private sector activity.
Several reforms and infrastructural developments bode well for E-commerce growth. The Government of Nauru’s
reform-minded approach in developing and implementing the National Sustainable Development Strategy (NSDS) has
been resulting in gradual yet tangible progress. Ongoing reforms, aligned in spirit and action with the NSDS, include
major infrastructure projects such as the fibre-optic submarine cable, and the development of a new seaport. The
arrival of the submarine cable promises to hail a new era of high-speed and reliable internet, which is anticipated to
facilitate emergence of a range of functionalities and services including access to international payment gateway(s),
e-government services, datacenters, back-office processing services as well as E-commerce applications.
The seaport will facilitate transshipment opportunities, processing facilities for fisheries, and a few modern features,
which could attract investors to establish operations in Nauru. Facilities at the seaport could be adapted to include
Least Container Load (LCL) to accommodate multiple consignees per container – which would be especially beneficial
for small scale exporters.
Although the NSDS does not explicitly mention E-commerce as a priority area, it does prioritize identification of
alternate sources of growth. These sectors may include tourism, agriculture, and services, all of which typically serve as
natural anchors for E-commerce.
It is clear also that future SME growth hinges on the extent to which they can participate in export activities. The
domestic market is simply too small, and yet there are some market segments in the Australian, Fijian, and neighboring
markets which can provide tangible opportunities. E-commerce is a proven mechanism for export competitiveness,
provided that an enabling environment can be developed.
•

The scale of E-commerce operations whether in Tourism, Agriculture or Fisheries, will likely be small-scale,
however this is not a cause for concern. If individual families of groups of families can individually supply small
but high-quality volumes, the impact will be felt across the population. Examples of individual tourism operators
finding success via independent small-scale operations demonstrate that such model can work for Nauru. Small
independent businesses can be well suited for the marketplace model, involving either private or public sector
operated marketplaces. The latter only operates well in select conditions, particularly when the business case for
attracting private sector platforms is limited.

•	
Nauru Post has deployed targeted delivery services for packages between select locations in Australia and
Nauru. These are relatively reasonably priced compared to alternative options. These services are very important
considering that products shipped from Australia to Nauru can be nine times more expensive by the time they land
in Nauru. Indeed, cross-border logistics is the weakest link in the E-commerce ecosystem.
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•	
Once high-speed internet arrives to Nauru, consumer adoption of digital services will likely not be an issue. Nauruans
are astute in terms of adopting digital services. The deployment and relatively high uptake of e-services as well as
prevailing high volumes of buyer-seller activity via social media groups indicates the appetite and e-readiness of
Nauruan’s citizens and businesses for adopting digital services.
•	
E-government is an important tool for encouraging consumer side adoption of digital services while improving
efficiencies within the public sector. In-spite of the lack of an E-government policy, certain e-services have already
been deployed. These include an Integrated Financial Management Information System (IFMIS) at the Ministry of
Finance, a leave management system and online attendance for SOE as well as E-Visa services. Issuance of licenses
and car registration are also areas which have been digitalized. The registry of birth, marriages, and deaths is also
online as is the election voting system.

What is required for future growth?
•	Careful planning, either via a digitalization roadmap or a strategy, is required to implement a broad digitalization
agenda - once the submarine cable lands and the last mile implementation is ensured - within the Government,
SOEs and the private sector. The plan must identify prioritized and sequential steps to be implemented over a fiveyear period, resulting in enhanced level of digitalization in the country. The planning must account for the possibility
that affordability of internet may take several years to become a reality, even if the speed and reliability aspects
improve multifold. This is because of the costs incurred in terms of maintenance and upkeep.
•	Gaps in the cyberlaw framework would need to be filled as digital activities grow in the country. Regulations on
E-transactions to (online) consumer protection, data protection and cyber-crime need to be developed or tailored
in the context of the digital economy. This is essential for trust development in E-commerce among the population
and to safeguard citizens and enterprises.
•	The customs and trade facilitation infrastructure need significant improvements. Both hard infrastructure such as
holding facilities and warehouses, and soft infrastructure in terms of regulations and processes attuned to future
E-commerce needs are weak in Nauru.
•	Coordination on digital economy matters between key institutional structures such as the Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade (DFAT), Nauru Post, Nauru Airlines, the Department of Customs, the Department of Commerce,
Industry and Environment (CIE), Ministry of Justice, Nauru Chamber of Commerce (NCC), and others must be
strengthened, and a formal public-private platform for discussing these matters on a regular basis should be
established. This is particularly so because the growth of E-commerce will occur in tandem with digitalization
activities across other sectors and government entities such as SOEs.
•	A level playing field for SMEs is required. State-Owned Enterprises have played an important and necessary role in
provision on key services, and they have benefited significantly from policy attention and resources. The business
environment for SMEs has suffered to a large extent, and as a result, the fledgling SMEs sector has been largely
dormant. To facilitate their growth, SMEs would need to be allowed entry into certain functions and activities which
are dominated by SOE, and significant incentives in the form of taxation/grants and trainings would need to be
applied. Business regulations for SMEs should be reviewed and adapted as necessary – for example, all companies
regardless of size pay the same registration fee, and for smaller companies this is not viable.
•	SMEs will need significant handholding in the early days of E-commerce; skills infrastructure would need to flexible
to adapt to market requirements. Tailored incubation programs that shepherd and mentor a small cohort of SMEs
and help them engage in E-commerce are necessary. These SMEs could be selected via a competitive process
and belong to some of the sectors where the potential of E-commerce is relatively well defined. This includes
tourism, niche agriculture, fisheries. As the digital economy grows gradually, the skills infrastructure would need to
flexibly adapt to changing market requirements.
•	Support must be provided to the Nauru Chamber of Commerce (NCC). The Nauru Chamber of Commerce can play
the role of an effective anchor and one-stop-shop for SME-related issues, if it can be adequately supported in
terms of staffing, infrastructure, and policy-support.
•	Develop end-to-end products within the tourism sector. An important need exists for developing tourism packages
which can cater to incoming tourists from arrival to departure and leveraging the main tourism attractions identified
by the Tourism Corporation. The efforts of the Tourism Corporation to operationalize its governing structure and
develop a robust tourism strategy for the country should be supported.
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•	Investments in areas such as back-office processing and data centers can be promoted in the country once the
high-speed fibre optic cable reaches Nauru. There is potential for capitalizing on Nauru’s central location along the
North-South axis of the Pacific to attract E-commerce Multinational Enterprises (MNE) to develop fulfillment centers
serving the broader region.
•	Weak access to finance and the lack of insurance providers has been identified as a critical challenge for SMEs
which will also impact future E-commerce firms. The regulatory framework for credit and insurance needs to be
developed before such services can be offered. Broader issues of weak savings culture, among others, also need
to be addressed.

Figure 1: Main actions for enhancing e-commerce in Nauru (Total 30 responses, Public & Private sector)

Develop a national e-commerce strategy
Carry out a regulatory gap analysis
on e-commerce
Assess digital skill gaps and update
ICT-related curricula
E-commerce committee
Electronic payments awareness
raising programme
Scheme for customs duties, MSMEs focussed
Postal Services
Enable interbank money transfers and payments
Electronic document management
system by ministries
Develop Postal Services
Develop physical address and
postal code system
Promote fast, reliable (3G, 4G/LTE)
mobile internet access

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

Source: online survey of national stakeholders

Figure 2: Methodology

PHASE 1

PHASE 2

Source: UNCTAD
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A four-phase approach was used for the national E-commerce readiness assessment of Nauru to ensure a high
level of participation and engagement of key stakeholders in the consultative process:
•	Phase 1. Stakeholder engagement and literature review, March 2021. Literature review and data analysis were
undertaken, with support from DFAT-Nauru. This includes official communication between Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade, public and private sectors of Nauru.
•	Phase 2. Online survey customisation and dissemination, 29 March to 11 May. Two customised surveys for the public
and private sectors were distributed to stakeholders in Nauru by DFAT and the consultancy team. A total of 30
completed surveys were used for this report. The list of consulted stakeholders, 41% of which were females, is
included at Annex 1.
•	Phase 3. Virtual consultations with public and private sector institutions, 13 April to 14 May. Activities included focus
group discussions, semi-structured interviews, and bilateral meetings.
•	Phase 4. Report drafting, stakeholders review, validation May-July 2021. The draft report was validated at a workshop
which was held on the 22 June 21. A total of 12 participants attended the workshop.
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Summary of Findings and Recommendations
Main Findings

Recommendations

E-commerce Policy and Strategy Formulation
•	Policy efforts on E-commerce have been nascent thus far,
and this assessment marks an initial foray within the space.
•	Several sectors with E-commerce potential exist. Scales
and volumes will always be small, but there is ample
opportunity for economic contributions by E-commerce
to the small population.
•	Strong potential for E-commerce and digitalization
to contribute to the main thrusts of Nauru’s National
Sustainable Development Strategy (NSDS), especially in
line with the broad diversification agenda.
•	Statistics collection on trade and digital economy matters
is weak, causing dependence on mirror statistics.

•	Develop a digital economy roadmap/strategy for
the country aligned with the NSDS and the regional
e-commerce strategy and roadmap developed by PIFS.
•	Develop an SME strategy for Nauru focusing on enhancing
the business environment and capabilities of the SME
sector.
•	Recognize NCC as the representative private sector
association, and provision resources in terms of staffing,
infrastructure, and policy-support.
•	Assist the Tourism Corporation to develop governance
structure and capacities in terms of staffing and expertise.
•	Establish a public-private working group involving relevant
ministries and departments along with private sector
representation, to discuss digital economy issues on a
regular basis.
•	Strengthen the capacities of Nauru Bureau of Statistics
for collecting and analyzing digital economy statistics for
Nauru.

Trade Logistics and Facilitation
•	International shipping and travel is prohibitively expensive
due to geographical remoteness, distances and limited
connections to key markets.
•	Domestic package delivery is mainly fulfilled by Nauru Post.
There are no significant last mile delivery challenges.
•	Nauru Airlines has introduced additional freighter
capabilities and collaboration with DHL for end-to-end
delivery in Nauru and Brisbane.
•	Nauru Post has ambitious plans for engaging in
E-commerce, however the lack of payment gateway is
identified as a barrier to expansion plans.
•	Airport cargo handling infrastructure is significantly weak,
from receiving the goods on tarmac to storage and
handling / warehousing.

•	Improve logistics infrastructure at the airport. Develop
essential facilities for loading and unloading products
(warehousing facility) where outgoing and incoming
products can be stored and prepared.
•	Consider adopting the World Customs Organisation
(WCO)’s Framework of Standards on Cross-Border
E-Commerce, which outlines 15 key standards for customs
authorities.
•	Review customs legislation to ensure that it is brought in
accordance with the Revised Kyoto Convention.
•	Establish a forum for more coordinated border
management – involving DFAT, customs, post office and
Nauru airlines and other authorities. The forum should be
modelled on the national trade facilitation committees
established under the Trade Facilitation Agreement (TFA)
•	Consider the development of an electronic national
single window serving as a one-stop-shop for online
submission/processing of all export related administrative
requirements.
•	Establish a customs broker association of Nauru.
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ICT Infrastructure and Services
•	The anticipated arrival of the submarine cable will herald a
new era in internet speed, reliability, and affordability. On
the latter – it may take several years before the costs can
be reduced (owing to upkeep costs). Public and private
sector ambitions must account for this reality.
•	Affordability, speed, and reliability of internet have been
identified as the weakest areas within the E-commerce
ecosystem.
•	100% Long-Term Evolution (LTE) coverage accompanied
by high smartphone adoption (60-70% of total
connections) and a digitally literate population bodes well
digital economy growth.
•	A coherent E-government approach is anticipated to
emerge once the internet infrastructure improves. Several
e-services already exist.

•	Accelerate efforts to execute the submarine cable project
and ensure last mile connectivity.
•	Conduct due diligence on whether affordability gains of
high-speed internet can be realized in the short-term, or
whether the high maintenance costs will have a less than
optimal impact on internet costs.
•	Explore options for short-term government support to
telecommunication providers to mitigate any impact on
affordability.
•	Utilize the proposed digital economy working group (see
chapter 1) to identify areas of opportunities which will
open within the E-commerce ecosystem once the highspeed internet is in place. These include e-government
services, access to payment gateway, e-learning solutions,
etc.
•	Develop a unified government portal (using benchmarks
in Fiji and other countries) which provides information and
links all government websites and e-services.
•	Consider developing an E-commerce marketplace as
a public private initiative, which will allow small-scale
exporters to advertise their products domestically and
internationally.

Payment Systems / Fintech and Access to financing
•	Lack of payment gateway access is a significant
impediment for export-oriented enterprises, as well as for
public-sector SOEs.
•	The recent deployment of Electronic Funds Transfer at
Point of Sale (EFTPOS) has been welcomed by consumers
and businesses alike, and uptake is high.
•	Population is highly responsive to digital solutions
(including payments) in general.
•	The only bank in Nauru, Bendigo Bank, does not
offer loans/credit-based products. This stems from a
combination of weak savings culture and poor financial
literacy in the country, which have prevented the bank from
building a portfolio of savings which could be leveraged
for offering loan products, including to SMEs.
•	The regulatory landscape for facilitating credit is
significantly underdeveloped, which has prevented credit
solutions to emerge on one hand and promoted practices
such as pay-day lending on the other, which is further
entrenching consumers and SMEs in unsustainable debt.
•	The lack of an insurance provider in the country adds risk
for SME operations and investment promotion.

1

•	Promulgate legislation for supporting/regulating credit
facilities, insurance products, as well as alternate saving
products to overcome the weak access to finance for
SMEs.
•	Accelerate existing financial literacy programs. Conduct a
nationwide campaign to enhance digital financial literacy1
and also institute a savings culture among Nauru’s citizens.
•	Secure access to digital payment gateway, once the
internet connectivity infrastructure is sufficiently robust
to accommodate increased and non-interrupted flows in
digital transactions.
•	Liaise with international fintech firms such as PayPal and
Stripe to identify challenges in past deployment and
address them.
•	Resolve the current challenge of unacceptability of
US Dollars (USD) payments in Nauru, as this may have
an impact on the private sector’s ability to secure USD
contracts, while possibly impacting investments as well.
•	Promote the usage of existing digital payment solutions
including EFTPOS within the population.

 igital financial literacy is defined as the acquisition of knowledge, skills, confidence and competencies to safely use digitally delivered financial products and services, to make informed financial
D
decisions. See: https://www.afi-global.org/publications/digital-financial-literacy/
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Legal and Regulatory Frameworks
•	Cyberlaw framework is underdeveloped, however a
number of legislations are either developed or being
revised currently.
•	Impetus for regulations will likely stem from public sector.
•	Capacity development of public sector institutions to
monitor the market and enforce regulations is an important
requirement.
•	Important need to keep abreast of global negotiations
on certain areas including data policy (local data storage
and cross-border personal data transfer), moratorium
on taxation of cross-border electronic transmissions,
and international rules of taxation via the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development-Base Erosion
and Profit Shifting platform (OECD-BEPS),2 for example.

•	Develop cyberlaws that are currently missing
(e-transaction laws, consumer protection, data protection)
in Nauru, or adapt existing ones (cybercrime) to reflect
requirements for E-commerce, using UNCITRAL Model
laws.
•	Develop capacities of key public sector institutions for
implementing, monitoring, and enforcing regulations
related to cyberlaw legislations that will be promulgated in
the near future.
•	Commence a policy level dialogue (involving inputs
from the private sector) to keep abreast of international
discussions on data policy and other issues.

E-commerce Skills Development
•	Nascent digital entrepreneurship activity, reflecting weak
trends within the overall SME entrepreneurship area.
•	No business incubation services exist in the country; the
innovation ecosystem is nascent.
•	As demand for digital services grows and related internet
infrastructure improves, the digital skills and digital
entrepreneurship infrastructure would need to respond
quickly and efficiently to market needs.
•	Significant opportunity for developing apps aimed at
consumers of government e-services – it may serve as a
market for Nauruan software developers.

•	Utilizing existing due diligence that has been conducted
for identifying future skills requirements in the IT sector,
extend the assessment to include E-commerce skills
gaps. Identify mechanisms for ensuring a feedback-loop
between industry and skills-providers.
•	Launch a pilot incubation initiative spanning at least
one year, involving select SMEs (with a minimum level of
readiness) who are provided with the tools, expertise, and
mentoring support to engage in E-commerce, relative to
specific markets such as Nauruan diaspora in Australia.
•	Include the NCC in Industry Advisory Committee which
discusses industry requirements for the Technical and
Vocational Education and Training (TVET) sector.
•	Enhance hardware and internet connectivity infrastructure
within the Ministry of Education /TVET facilities specifically
for broadening the scope of e-learning offerings.

2
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 OECD-BEPS is a multilateral initiative to tackle tax avoidance issues by multinational firms which result in erosion of domestic tax revenue base for developing counties. A total of 139 countries
and jurisdictions are involved in discussions to tackle tax avoidance, improve the coherence of international tax rules and ensure a more transparent tax environment. See https://www.oecd.org/
tax/beps/ for more details
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E-COMMERCE
POLICY AND
STRATEGY
FORMULATION

The NSDS has articulated an ambitious vision for Nauru which includes identification of alternate avenues
of economic and socio-economic growth as a key pillar. Indeed, the decline of the Phosphate sector
and reduced RPC activities make it essential to pursue and establish new growth poles. A number of
productive sectors with high potential include Tourism, Fisheries, back-office processing and smallscale niche agriculture. E-commerce can be an important growth medium for many of these sectors. The
focus on digital economy matters has gradually started increasing, an important need exists to ensure
that inter-departmental coordination and understanding of E-commerce and its constituent ecosystem
is strengthened. The role of the Nauru Chamber of Commerce will be critical for private sector (especially
SMEs) development, given that an anchor for supporting and advising SMEs is missing. The example of
Niue is illustrative of how an active chamber of commerce can offset some of the challenges faced by
the smaller Pacific Island Countries, and still have an active SME base. Statistics collection is a challenge
in Nauru, including on E-commerce, and must be addressed.

1.1

National policies related to ICT, E-government, and E-commerce

There are no dedicated strategies adopted for ICT, E-government, or E-commerce so far in Nauru. Although the need
for an ICT policy in the country has been reiterated consistently, there is no overarching policy in place currently.
E-government is a priority area for the government, and actual progress has materialized in the form of e-services,
despite the lack of a strategy. The ICT department has recently engaged a director for E-government with the
mandate of driving the E-government agenda. Partly because of this strategy gap, the level of maturity in many areas
of E-commerce is limited.
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Figure 3: Level of maturity of E-commerce in Nauru under different policy areas
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Source: online survey of national stakeholders

1.2

National policies related to trade

Nauru’s national development agenda is articulated by the National Sustainable Development Strategy (NSDS) 20192030. Originally developed in 2005 and updated in 2009, the current iteration of the strategy covers the period of
2019-2030. It serves as a critical guide as the country is navigating challenging times. The inevitable decline of the
Phosphate sector is accompanied by global headwinds in the form of the COVID-19 pandemic. The SME base is small
and uncompetitive against SOEs who dominate the economic landscape. Against this backdrop, the NSDS is focusing
on galvanizing national efforts in the following seven areas:
1.

Stable, trustworthy, fiscally responsible government

2. Access to Quality Education, both formal and non-formal
3. Improved Health and Well-Being
4. Provision of enhanced social, infrastructure, and utilities services
5. Development of an economy based on multiple sources of revenue
6.	Enhance resilience against the impacts of climate change that is inclusive of rehabilitating and restoring degraded
lands
7.

Development of domestic food production for food security

The focus on sector diversification is important given that except for revenues from fishery licenses, alternative sources
of domestic income are very limited, and urgently required.
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Table 1: Macroeconomic indicators - Nauru
Indicator

Value

GDP (current USD) (Mn)

125

GPD per capita, PPP (USD)

11,487

Trade in services (% of GDP)

43.1

Merchandise trade (% of GDP)

108

Source: Pacific Islands Forum, 2020
Note: GDP data is 2019. PPP, Trade in services, Merchandise trade are 2018 numbers; Source: World Bank World Development

The NSDS places emphasis on multistakeholder collaboration for facilitating socio-economic progress. The NSDS
identifies the forging of close relationships between government, businesses, community, and individual citizens as
a critical factor driving social and economic growth. This is especially important in the context of the SOEs’ dominant
role in economic activity, and the expected decline in this role as phosphate mining slows down. This decline may be
considered an opportunity for strengthening the role of small and medium enterprises (SMEs), in close coordination
with a range of supporting institutions. The national vision ‘partnerships for quality of life’ reflects this intent.
The country is a member of a range of trade agreements. The Nauru’s Trade Policy Framework (TPF) was adopted in
2011. The overall goal is to support emerging and existing sectors by addressing market access issues and by working
with partner countries to enhance Nauru’s capacity to meet the requirements of overseas markets. The TPF notes the
following thrusts:
•	Restructuring of border tax regime to ensure that participation in trade agreements does not lead to government
revenue losses;
•	Modernization of customs and statistics capabilities; and
•	Liberalization of services trade, involving major overhaul of laws and regulations governing services sectors, and
cautious entry in services trade
PICTA has been ratified by Nauru. Before trading, the country must announce its readiness to trade, which is the step
policymakers are currently working on. The PICTA focuses on goods - there exist a TIS protocol, but this has yet to
enter into force. Nauru has also signed up to PACER Plus but has yet to ratify this agreement. Nauru is not a member of
the WTO.

Table 2: Nauru’s membership in trade agreements and arrangements
Agreement

Scope

South Pacific Regional Trade and Economic
Cooperation Agreement (SPARTECA)

Duty free access to the markets of Australia and New
Zealand

The Pacific Island Countries Trade Agreement (PICTA)

Progressive reduction/elimination of tariffs on goods
among Pacific Island Countries

Pacific Agreement on Closer Economic Relations
(PACER) Plus

Trade in goods and services, temporary movement
of skilled workers, investment, development and
economic cooperation

General Scheme of Preferences (GSP)

Duty free or preferential access to the donor country
markets

Source: https://nauru.tradeportal.org/

National coordination on digital economy matters via mechanisms such as an inter-ministerial task force, Public-Private
Dialogue etc., are not yet in place, and discussions mostly take place on an ad-hoc basis. For the private-private
and public-private discussions, the Nauru Chamber of Commerce may be a good anchor for initiating and sustaining
dialogue.
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Box 1: Nauru Chamber of Commerce
The Nauru Chamber of Commerce (NCC) was established in 2013 and accompanied the efforts to develop the
NSDS. The business case was derived from the end of the phosphate era and the lack of productive sectors which
can serve as future sources of revenue. This created the need for a private sector organization, and the NCC was
established with support from Pacific Islands Private Sector Organisation (PIPSO). In 2018, the NCC was revitalized via
elections of a board. There is currently no permanent secretariat, and there are only six members.
The NCC is collaborating with Australian Business Volunteers to develop a private sector roadmap for the country.
The Chamber is also coordinating with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade (MFAT) in New Zealand to seek
support on embedding an advisor in Nauru as well as facilitating access to New Zealand markets and vice versa.
To guide its future development, the NCC maintains close relations with the Niue Chamber of Commerce, owing to
their success in coordinating SME activity, and also because of the structural similarities between Niue and Nauru.
Niue has a smaller population than Nauru, but has a thriving chamber of commerce, with an operational secretariat.
This has resulted in a thriving small business sector.

1.3

Current status of E-commerce enablers in Nauru

Traditional drivers of Nauruan exports growth are no longer tenable. New growth poles are needed. Nauru faces
significant pressures from declining traditional sources of revenue, particularly from phosphate mining exports and
slowdown in RPC activities. Phosphate mining, the mainstay of Nauru’s national revenues, is on the decline as primary
phosphate reserves are depleted. Another diminishing source of revenue is the Regional Processing Centre (RPC),
where asylum seekers to Australia are housed while awaiting processing. The NSDS notes that as recently as in 2016, the
RPC has accounted for an estimated 35 percent of GDP, 15 percent of the employed labor force (2019/2020),3 second
only in size to the government, and USD 40 million in revenues. It is estimated that the combined direct and indirect
revenue from the RPC was 58 percent of the total government revenue in 2019. RPC activities are now winding down in
line with decreasing asylum requests.
There are two important implications – the loss of export revenues, and the relatively low readiness of other economic
sectors to offset these losses and drive future growth. The government has prioritized support to the fisheries sector
via licensing of commercial fishing in Nauru’s Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ). The development of the new seaport is
part of this overall direction.
Nauru’s total exports in 2020 constituted USD 110 million, of which exports of frozen fish (through licensed vessels)
totaled USD 88.5 million and phosphate exports amounted to USD 12.5 million. Between 2016 and 2020, the frozen fish
exports experienced an annual growth in value of 519 percent, while phosphate exports decreased by 11 percent year
on year.4

3
4
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Howes, S., & Surandiran, S. (2021). Nauru: riches to rags to riches. https://devpolicy.org/nauru-riches-to-rags-to-riches-20210412/
Bubbles relating to HS 84,85,87 likely correspond to reexports

Figure 4: Growth of national supply and international demand for products exported by Nauru in 2020

Source: ITC Trade Map

Select few sectors with reasonable export potential exist, and the government is focusing on sector diversification
efforts. Identifying productive sectors with E-commerce potential presents some challenges in Nauru, particularly
because the dominant role of the SOEs and the small size of the SME sector. The following sectors have been identified
as having potential for exports development, where E-commerce can also play a part:
•	The fisheries sector has grown in recent years and significant ramp-up of activity is expected once the new seaport
is constructed and operational. Given that the country’s central location, Nauru can provide services such as
refuelling, transhipment, etc. The sector can benefit from the recently added freighter capability that has been
added by Nauru Airlines, in addition to the maritime transport infrastructure. The small-scale fishermen community
need to be involved along with larger companies – so both ornamental trade and containerized trade will be
important for the sector. The diaspora in Australia is a very important market.
•	The tourism sector may be developed but will likely remain niche based. Historic, health, and sport tourism has been
identified by the Tourism Corporation as the three main niches. A historic war tourism product could be developed.
The health sector has an ambitious plan to develop specialized treatments for dialysis (only available in Fiji) among
other treatments. Sports tourism can benefit from Nauru’s recognized positioning within certain sports such as
weightlifting, and the possibility of bringing international events to the country, including for water-sports such as
fishing. Infrastructure development would certainly be an important prerequisite for making these niches viable.
Currently, Nauru has featured highly on Japanese tourism websites, raising its profile.
•	Agriculture and agro-processing. There are certain products (vanilla pods, dwarf coconut, virgin coconut oil,
essential oils, banana, and cassava chips, etc.) which can be developed on a small-scale basis, and if adequate
market support is provided. There is a viable market within the diaspora in Australia and Fiji, among other countries.
The focus would not be on volumes, but on small-scale exports conducted by individual families or groups, aimed
at identified target groups.
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Box 2: Tourism sector developments

The Nauru Tourism Corporation Board was appointed by Cabinet on 2 January 2020, and it is governed by the Nauru
Tourism Corporation Act 2019 and the SOE Act. The board of this body of 6 members (Executive Chairman and 5
Directors) oversee the operation with the Executive Chairman and the Director of Operations/Secretary running the
outfit (day-to-day activities).
The main priority for the Nauru Tourism Corporation is to develop the tourism industry for Nauru. In pursuit of this end
a Strategic Plan 2020-21 was adopted with four focus areas which include developing a niche market, putting in
place a governance and regulatory structure for the Nauru Tourism Corporation, and capacity building. The strategy
also focused on developing a set of tourism products based on identified sites (e.g., pinnacle experiences, Anibare
caves) and services (food festival). The strategic plan was designed in March 2020 for 1 year, expiring in 2021. This
has been extended for another year to end in 2022. The Plan details remains the same with no changes made to it.
A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) has been signed by DFAT and the Japan International Relations Organization,
which has committed to build tourism infrastructure and marketing for Nauru.

Source: Interview with Tourism Corporation

•	There is currently a focus on developing handicrafts. For example, the country’s trade policy identifies ‘dimensional
stone’ products utilizing phosphate pinnacle material as having exports potential.
•	Backoffice processing and data centers hold potential for Nauru, given the geographical location and centrality in
terms of time zones. The English language capability (accent-less) and the central geographical location of Nauru
boost the business case for setting up back-office operations. Backoffice processing and data hosting are two
high potential areas which the government has expressed an interest in developing, and which could attract MNEs
- digital or otherwise. Of course, the realization of this potential hinges on the extent to which the cyberlaw, and
investment regulatory structure is strengthened, and the internet infrastructure is enhanced – including deployment
of the submarine cable. A key consideration for developing Nauru’s value proposition for hosting these services
(over more developed economies) is to employ a cost-effective labor strategy. The experience of Fiji can offer
translatable lessons.

Table 3: SWOT analysis for Nauru’s digital economy
Strengths

Weaknesses

1.	Growing recognition of ‘digital’ aspects within
Nauru’s national development agenda.

1.

2. Increasing policy focus on SME development.
3.	100% nationwide LTE coverage bodes well for
ensuring universal access to internet and adoption
of digital content.

Small domestic market.

2.	Geographical location will always create logistical
and cost challenges for importing and exporting
products, including via E-commerce.
3.	Lack of existing E-commerce activity and lead
firms.
4.	Weak SME competitiveness (including within digital
aspects).
5.	Limited development of productive sectors –
Agriculture, Tourism etc.
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Opportunities

Threats

1.	Small size of country and population can assist in
facilitating countrywide digital adoption.

1.	Competing and pressing priorities for the
Government including health, climate-change,
education, SME development – the potential for
E-commerce must be clearly identified and tied to
broader development agenda.

2.	Health, education, climate/environment, agriculture,
tourism, fisheries are all candidate sectors for
digitalization.
3.	Impending submarine cable connectivity expected
to result in high-speed access.
4. Strong development partner support.
5. Regional push for developing digital economy.
6. Access to Australia’s seasonal worker program.
7.

2.	Investment and maintenance costs related to
submarine cable may take several years to recoup,
resulting in delayed benefits to affordability of data
for consumers.
3.	Growing competition from regional peers who have
accelerated their digital agendas

Introduction of EFTPOS facilities.

8. Development of a new seaport.

Source: Authors

The private sector is significantly underdeveloped and underrepresented. Given the small population and geographical
isolation, SOEs play an important role in all facets of economic activity. This is primarily out of necessity, although there
are increasingly calls for SOEs to make room for private sector actors who can compete.
Nauru’s SME development agenda is stagnating, requiring significant attention and support. The NSDS identifies as a
priority the development of alternate sources of economic growth, and these sources are likely to require stronger
SMEs. To achieve this objective, the Nauru Chamber of commerce is developing a Private Sector Roadmap with support
from Australian Business Volunteers (ABV). A rapid review of activities within the SME landscape reveals the following:
•	There is a need to develop a SME strategy for Nauru
•	Business registration fees are same across the board, regardless of size and nature of the business
•	A key challenge facing SME development has been the lack of expertise at the public sector level
•	Continuity of SME training and development programs has been a challenge
•	The Nauru Chamber of Commerce can play the role of an effective anchor and one-stop-shop for SME related
issues, trade promotion and investment promotion, if it can be adequately resourced.

1.4

Access to relevant statistics

Statistical information on the digital economy, especially in terms of E-commerce, is not collected by national agencies
including the bureau of National Bureau of Statistics. Nauru is not ranked on the indices such as UNCTAD’s B2C
E-commerce index, International Telecommunication Union’s (ITU), Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
Development Index, World Economic Forum’s Networked Readiness Index as well as the non-digital focused World
Bank Doing Business rankings.
Improved statistics collection, especially related to ICT and the broader digital economy is essential for informed
policy making, as currently policymakers are largely dependent on international sources for accessing recent Nauru
specific information. As the E-commerce sector grows, there will be an important need to consistently collect, measure
and assess statistics in this area, requiring capacity development at the National Bureau of Statistics.
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2

TRADE LOGISTICS
AND FACILITATION

Domestic package delivery is well-organized, while international package delivery is a significant
challenge from an affordability perspective. The total cost of imported goods from Australia can rise
nine times by the time they land in Nauru. Shipping costs can be prohibitively high. E-commerce firms
will likely benefit from Nauru Post’s frigate service and Nauru Airlines’ door-to-door services provided
between select locations in Australia and Nauru. This is important considering that the Nauruan diaspora
in Australia will function as a significant market for future E-commerce companies operating from Nauru.
The development of the seaport holds significant promise for boosting transportation of goods,
transshipment, processing and export capabilities. The customs procedures and infrastructure are
undergoing a period of reform – attention is required to ensure future requirements for the E-commerce
sector can be incorporated within the customs regime. Future developments should include establishment
of national single windows among other digital systems.

2.1

Mode of delivery, last mile delivery

Domestic logistics are relatively straightforward, while international transportation poses formidable challenges.
Domestic package delivery faces no major constraints owing to Nauru’s compact size by geography and population,
a competent national postal service (Nauru Post), and a well-developed addressing system. No specific challenges
related to last-mile delivery or findability of persons or businesses were identified.
The country geography poses significant challenges for international trade. High costs of logistics significantly raise
operating costs for doing business in Nauru. First, activities involving value-addition are restricted due to the high costs
of importing inputs and equipment. Second, the high costs of actual transportation of the finished products is not
sustainable for firms. Even with Nauru Airlines’ recently added freight capacity, the costs of transportation remain high.5
Sea-freight is currently not an option for SMEs given that the low volume of their potential exports. The new seaport
may have Less-than-Container Load (LCL) capabilities6 for allowing multiple consignees per container-load, but for
now this service does not exist.
When these factors are considered in tandem with existing supply-side challenges of SMEs, the overall impact is
enough to impede exports for most SMEs. Anecdotal evidence suggests that the total cost of imported goods from
Australia can rise nine times by the time they land in Nauru.
Nauru Post has a vision for integrating E-commerce services, however there are challenges in implementing it primarily
due to the lack of a payment gateway in the country. Nauru Post’s website and logistics infrastructure are in a high state
of readiness for integrating E-commerce activities via an e-shop.7 Nauru Post is a member of the Universal Postal Union
(UPU) and has deployed the Customs Declaration System (CDS) and International Postal System (IPS) systems8 with their
support. The main challenge which is preventing the Nauru Post from expanding to a full-scale E-commerce entity is
the lack of access to a payment gateway. Commercial banks in the region have been generally unwilling or unable to
5
6
7
8
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Currently, sellers carry goods with them as passenger cargo on flights to Australia and sell in country
LCL allows for multiple consignees in one container, thus facilitating to shipping for SMEs
The e-shop is used to sell stamps currently, however in the future, the services will be expanded to include handicraft sales. The availability of a payment gateway will be an important prerequisite
 The International Postal System (IPS) is a client/server mail management application hosted by designated operators. Among the modules of this system are included an operational module for
processing inbound and outbound international mail, and an international accounting module that can generate all the UPU accounting forms, perform the validation of accounting forms received
from partners, and perform the validation of transport invoices
The Customs Declaration System (CDS) is an interoperable system, which allows relevant data to be exchanged between Customs and designated operators so that customs formalities can be
completed prior to the arrival of postal items. Customs authorities have the option of using this system directly or interfacing it with their own system for risk assessment and payment of customs
duties and taxes
For more information, see https://www.upu.int/en/Postal-Solutions/Technical-Solutions/Products

provide licenses for payment gateways to Nauru and the ongoing pandemic has stymied further negotiations to secure
these channels. Integration with PayPal was tested by Nauru Post but did not prove feasible.
Provided that the payments issue can be resolved, Nauru Post is well positioned from an order-fulfillment perspective
to undertake E-commerce operations, for example via marketplace operations geared towards select markets, and
involving supply from Nauruan SMEs. This is even more important because it does not seem likely that alternative
marketplace operations will emerge organically soon.
Recently deployed package delivery services initiated by Nauru Post offer a promising conduit for SMEs to export
to specific market segments in Australia. In particular, Nauru Post’s Frigate services bodes well for SMEs interested in
supplying to diaspora market in Australia. These services offer alternate routes to traditional postal service delivery at
relatively affordable rates (USD 10 per kilo).
The new seaport will facilitate significant opportunities for investment, transshipment, processing, and E-commerce
related activities. Along with the submarine cable project, the development of a new seaport constitutes the main
infrastructure development project within the E-commerce ecosystem. The port structure will be operating from 2022
for the arrival of ships to service Nauru, for the local cargo, and will be international Ship and Port Facility compliant.
One building at the port will be set aside to for customs, quarantine, and the port authority to liaise with customers in
Nauru. A Terminal Operating System (TOS) will be deployed to efficiently manage the movement of containers at the
cargo terminal.
The Nauru Shipping Line is an SOE managed by the Nauru Maritime and Port Authority. The company allows customers
from anywhere in the world to make a booking online to send their products to Nauru. A tracking mechanism is also
being added.9
Once the port is operational, it may deploy mechanisms to accommodate E-commerce. The port system being
developed currently (in Singapore) employs the full container Load (FCL) model (one consignee containers). However,
this could later be broken down to LCL models involving multiple consignees in one container to facilitate delivery
of small parcels. The rise in LCL services globally is driven by B2C E-commerce growth involving higher volumes of
smaller sized parcels (relative to B2B E-commerce) destined for fast-expanding customer bases. Technology has
enabled containerized loads involving multiple consignees in the sense that the loading, storage, unloading of such
loads can be optimized. As numbers of buyers and sellers engaging in E-commerce increase (including in Nauru), the
demand for such services will also increase.
The COVID-19 pandemic has reduced reliability of international transport due to reduced frequency of inbound air
freight transportation, and prioritization of certain COVID-related goods.

Box 3: Nauru Airlines
Nauru Airlines is one of the ongoing success stories for the country, fulfilling an important role for trade, movement
of persons and national branding.
•	Nauru airlines fleet structure – the airline operates four Boeing 737-300 passenger aircraft and one dedicated
Boeing 737-300 freight aircraft.10 This year one of the 737-300 will be replaced with one 737-700.
•	Inbound cargo for Nauru airlines comprises 40% perishables and 60% consumer goods. Outbound cargo is
estimated at 200 kg (per flight) on the Australia-bound flight.
•	Nauru Airlines has taken over the DHL agency, and offer door-to-door services as of last year. Consumers in
Australia ordering products from Nauru can use this service, which mainly transports small packages. This service
holds significant potential for E-commerce targeted at the diaspora market.

9

10

 Nauru Shipping Line (NSL) is connected to the International Swire Shipping Cargo Management program run by Swire Shipping. This program manages the movement and commercial
transactions on booked cargo which include the cargo going to Nauru. NSL will have a separate link into that system. See https://trackapkg.com/swireshipping-tracking-number and https://www.
swireshipping.com/
See: https://www.nauruair.com/about-us/our-fleet#:~:text=Our%20fleet%20is%20made%20up,aspect%20of%20your%20journey%20exceptional
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2.2

Trade facilitation performance

Limited progress has been made on trade facilitation measures, in particular paperless trade, as noted by the UN Global
Survey on Digital and Sustainable Trade Facilitation.11 The implementation of trade facilitation measures by Nauru stood
at 8 percent in 2019, much lower than the average implementation within Pacific Island Economy (35.5 percent). Most
progress has occurred in the formalities and transparency area and Nauru has not made any substantial process in the
areas of paperless trade and cross-border paperless trade.

Table 4: Progress on trade facilitation measures
General Trade Facilitation Measures
National Trade Facilitation Committee or similar body

Not Implemented

Publication of existing import-export regulations on the internet

Not Implemented

Stakeholders consultation on new draft regulations (prior to their finalisation)

Not Implemented

Advance publication/notification of new trade-related regulations before their
implementation

Not Implemented

Advance ruling on tariff classification and origin of imported goods

Not Implemented

Risk Management

Partially Implemented

Pre-arrival processing

Not Implemented

Post-clearance audits

Not Implemented

Independent appeal mechanism

Partially Implemented

Separation of release from final determination of customs duties,
taxes, fees and changes

Partially Implemented

Establishment and publication of average release times

Not Implemented

Trade facilitation measures for authorised operators

Not Implemented

Expedited shipments

Partially Implemented

Acceptance of copies of original supporting documents required for import,
export or transit formalities

Not Implemented

Paperless Trade Facilitation

11
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Automated Customs System

Not Implemented

Internet connection available to Customs and other trade control agencies

Not Implemented

Electronic Single Window System

Not Implemented

Electronic submission of Customs declaration

Not Implemented

Electronic application and issuance of import and export permit

Not Implemented

Electronic Submission of Sea Cargo Manifests

Not Implemented

Electronic Submission of Air Cargo Manifests

Not Implemented

Electronic application and issuance of Preferential Certificate of Origin

Not Implemented

E-Payment of Customs Duties and Fees

Not Implemented

Electronic Application for Customs Refunds

Not Implemented

UN Global Survey on Digital and Sustainable Trade Facilitation 2019. https://untfsurvey.org/economy?id=NRU

Towards Cross-Border Paperless Trade
Laws and regulations for electronic transactions

Not Implemented

Recognised certification authority

Not Implemented

Electronic exchange of Customs Declarations

Not Implemented

Electronic exchange of Certificate of Origin

Not Implemented

Electronic exchange of Sanitary & Phyto-Sanitary Certificate

Not Implemented

Paperless collection of payment from a documentary letter of credit

Not Implemented

Source: https://untfsurvey.org/economy?id=NRU

There is a need for addressing issues affecting customs clearance to reduce burden on SMEs and accommodate
E-commerce. Many of the customs processes are manual and need to be automated. Currently, a software called PC
Trade is being used. The Automated System for Customs Data (ASYCUDA) World system will replace the existing system
over a period of 18-24 months involving first a pilot and then full deployment. There is a lack of facilities for handling
and storage of goods, which has a negative impact inspection and clearance activities. Nauru has yet to accede to
the Revised Kyoto Convention, the main World Customs Organization (WCO) convention on trade facilitation. There
has been a recommendation submitted to Parliament for accession to the Kyoto Convention, aimed at simplification of
customs procedures.

Figure 5: Factors considered important to improve trade logistics (30 responses)
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Source: online survey of national stakeholders

Nauru customs authorities may benefit from adopting standards of the WCO Framework of Standards on Cross-Border
E-commerce. Customs authorities play a critical role for E-commerce, considering the rapid rise of small parcels
and time sensitiveness of delivery as part of E-commerce operations. The WCO Framework of Standards on CrossBorder E-commerce provides guidance on best practices on the following areas: de-minimis regime; immediate
release guidelines with simplified entry thresholds; simplified importer/exporter registration requirements; reduced
documentation requirements, including simplified goods declaration; fast-track inspection and quarantine processes;
possibility to submit documents prior to arrival and electronically; and facilitation of cross border returns. For the latter,
the framework provides guidance on the following: reconciling inbound and outbound shipments and granting duty
and, if applicable, tax exemption on reimportation into the country where the goods were originally shipped from;
submission of proof of re-export (such as import and/or export declaration and/or proof of the refund amount); and
electronic drawback/refund system to allow authorized intermediaries to apply for drawback/refund on behalf of the
eligible party. Nauru is a member of the Oceania customs organization (OCO), but not a member of the WCO.
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The de-minimis value is set out at Australian Dollars (AUD) 200 and manual inspections are undertaken for imported
products of a greater value than the threshold. Goods cleared via this channel are not captured through the automated
system, and related data is not being captured for statistical purposes. Discussion is being undertaken to assess the
benefits and implications from raising this value.
Need to improve custom broker capabilities. Custom documents in Nauru can only be completed by licensed customs
brokers. The quality of the submissions is uneven. There are customs trainings taking place which will involve an exam,
and successful graduates would be registered as customs brokers. The trainings include information on international
supply chains. There is no customs broker association in Nauru. This might be needed to enable better coordination
between customs and customs brokers, and to allow customs brokers to represent their interests.
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3

ICT INFRASTRUCTURE
AND SERVICES

Internet infrastructure has been identified as one of the weaker links in the E-commerce assessment,
along with trade logistics. This is not due to weak service delivery, but rather a function of the
satellite-based connectivity that can be disrupted in inclement weather, and the structural conditions
of the market which makes internet access relatively expensive. The arrival of the submarine cable in
the next years is anticipated to significantly open opportunities in new sectors and for services,
including E-payment systems, E-government, as well as E-commerce. Speed and reliability of internet
access will certainly improve; however, the affordability aspect is in question as maintenance costs
and other aspects may not make it feasible to reduce costs unless government or development
support is provided via subsidies. There are no internet exchange points (IXPs) in the country
at the current time, although this may change once the submarine cable arrives in the country.
On ICT services, the efforts of the island’s sole mobile network operator, Digicel, in implementing a 100
percent coverage of LTE is commendable						
On ICT-enabled services, the government is going to be strategically important for Nauru. Despite
challenges with internet reliability, and the lack of an e-government roadmap, certain e-services have
already been deployed. The uptake of digital services among consumers is quite high. As to the private
sector, social media channels (primarily Facebook) function as the main facilitator for buyer-seller
matching. There are no E-commerce domestic marketplaces or platforms.

3.1

Major infrastructure projects

The impending arrival of the submarine cable is anticipated to significantly improve internet access, and further drive
internet speeds and facilitate a range of use-cases. Under the World Bank’s Pacific Regional Connectivity Programme,
several submarine cable projects are ongoing. The East Micronesia Cable (EMC) is a planned submarine cable system
connecting the Federated States of Micronesia, Kiribati and Nauru to Guam. The cable would be owned by a consortium
of carriers from the three countries, with funding from the World Bank and the Asian Development Bank. The project has
been impacted by invalidated rounds of bids, and its future lies in doubt.
There is now an intention of the authorities to connect Nauru via Solomon Islands directly onwards to Australia. It is
anticipated that cable would land on two locations on the island. The NFC will be managing the cable system, retailing
to Digicel and Cenpac.12
Regardless of the modalities of implementation, the submarine cable in principle will herald a new era for Nauru in terms
of the digital economy and the possibilities it offers. The current delays to the schedule have also delayed development
in other areas, for instance, the transition to digital records within the public sector. The current goal as per the Nauru
National Fibre Cable Corporation (NFCC), is to deploy the cable in Nauru by 2022. Once the cable is in place, it is
expected that last-mile connectivity can be ensured relatively swiftly. Fibre cable has already been laid by the ICT
department around three-quarters of the island in anticipation of the submarine cable’s arrival. This cable is primarily
to connect Government departments located around the island. It connects these departments to the Government
network to enable them to secure broadband access to essential government services such as email access. There will
be available fiber cores on this cable and can be used for last mile connectivity once the submarine cable arrives in Nauru.

12

Cenpac is a local public Internet Service Provider
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For almost all E-commerce ecosystem components, the arrival of the cable and resulting gains in speeds and reliability
is stated as a prerequisite for further growth of the component. For example, the access to a stable payments gateway,
development of e-government services, enhancements of e-learning capabilities, as well as incubation of digital
startup activities are all identified as important services which will require high speed internet in the country.

Figure 6: Factors considered important to improve ICT Infrastructure (30 responses)
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Source: online survey of national stakeholders

Affordability of high-speed access after the landing of the submarine cable may take time to materialize due to
operational costs and small market dynamics. Although the fibre optic cable will deliver increased speeds, the price
per mbps on the fibre may take some time to decrease to a level lower than the satellite connection. This is due to a
number of factors including the need to recoup investment costs and the high costs of maintenance. There is also the
consideration that the userbase in Nauru is small, and so it will take some time before costs can be recouped. In the
short-term, options such as government subsidies may need to be considered for improving the affordability aspect.
There are no internet exchange points (IXPs) in the country at the current time, although this may change once the
submarine cable arrives in the country. IXPs essentially facilitate shorter, more direct routes for internet traffic and can
greatly improve the reliability of internet. Affordability gains are also a benefit in the medium term. This can help develop
both demand and supply sides of the digital economies in the region, including Nauru.

3.2

Broadband, mobile, and smartphone penetration, reliability, affordability,
and speed

Digicel is the only mobile network operator in Nauru and has facilitated 100 percent LTE coverage over the island.
Digicel was launched in Nauru in 2009 and ever since, it has been the only mobile operator in Nauru. All Digicel’s eight
towers on the island are LTE, which constitutes a strong base for E-commerce. The company uses a low orbit satellite
via its partner O3b Networks.
In addition to Digicel, Cenpac Corporation provides internet services for the government and functions as an ISP.
Cenpac is a State-Owned Enterprise. Functions of Cenpac as a commercial entity include the following:
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•

Establish
	
and operate as an internet service provider by selling satellite internet bandwidth at wholesale and retail
rates

•

Register,
	
assign and allocate domain names under Nauru’s Internet country code “ .nr “

In terms of download speeds, Nauru is experiencing four times faster download speeds than Fiji13 (comparable to
Digicel products in these markets). The issue is of reliability during the rains, when the line-of-sight between the satellite
earth station and the satellite is disrupted. Average outages during the rainy season are also not more than 4 minutes
per day. This would be fixed permanently once the cable arrives.
The cost of internet is high. On a per Mbps basis, the cost of satellite available to Nauru is 20 times higher compared
to submarine fibre cable available in Fiji.14
In the past, Digicel has supported initiatives for online classes by providing free connectivity for the students during 7
am and 1 pm which is the low peak hours.
Key indicators concerning connectivity in Nauru are included in the table below.

Table 5: Key indicators ICT Infrastructure
Indicator

Source

Unit

LTE coverage

Digicel

Percentage

Smartphone penetration-2018

GSMA

%

60-70

Cellular subscriber penetrationnon-unique -2017

ITU

Mobile cellular telephone subscriptions per 100
inhabitants

11,000

Unique subscribers

GSMA-2019

Number ('000) of unique subscribers who may
possess more than one sim card

Mobile connections as a
percentage of total population

Value
100

7,000

Percentage of total population

140

Share of web traffic by laptops
and desktops, Jan 2018

Hootsuite

Share of each device's share of web pages served
to all web browsers / year on year growth rate

96%

Share of web traffic by mobile
phones, Jan 2018

Hootsuite

Share of each device's share of web pages served
to all web browsers / year on year growth rate

4%

Source: Digicel, GSMA, ITU, Hootsuite

The population in general has a high degree of digital literacy and willingness to adopt digital technologies. Nauruans
are very tech savvy in terms of absorbing internet-based products over a smartphone or any other device, and this
serves as a comparative advantage for the post-submarine cable arrival era. A significant proportion of the population
possesses more than one phone, and the population has a relatively high readiness for absorbing digital technologies
and media, which is in a way promoted because of the relative isolation of the country. In the region, Nauru had the
highest percentage of individuals using the internet in 2017, at 57 percent, followed by Fiji, 50 percent, and Tuvalu at 49
percent.15 There is a generational gap in terms of internet access - the younger generation is extremely digitally literate,
while the older generation is less savvy in terms of absorbing digital content.

3.3

ICT-enabled services

Public Sector
The Ministry of Telecommunications is the regulator that develops and enforces regulations for the internet sector. The
ICT department primarily looks after the government departments, providing email services, website upkeep and the
IFMIS systems. The department also runs a fibre cable connecting schools and government departments in remote
areas of the country.
Despite lack of a coherent E-government policy, certain e-services have been deployed. These include IFMIS at the
Ministry of Finance, a leave management system for SOEs, as well as E-Visa services. Issuance of licenses and car
13
14
15

According to by Digicel-Nauru
According to by Digicel-Nauru
Pacific Islands Forum. (2020). E-commerce Assessment, Pacific Region. https://www.forumsec.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/REGIONAL-ECommerce-Assessment-1.pdf
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registration are also areas which have been digitalized. The registry of births, marriages, and deaths is also online as
is the election voting system. The deployment and relatively high uptake of these services indicates the appetite and
e-readiness of Nauruan citizens and businesses for adopting digital services. On the other hand, there is consensus
that E-government services uptake will remain limited in the absence of a robust and affordable internet infrastructure.
Digitalization of government data and records is a priority. The government has recognized the need to make
government records and information available in both digital and hard copy formats. There is consensus that Nauru’s
public sector record keeping system is not up-to-par with best practices, and electronic storage of information such
as birth and death registrations is expected to become the norm in the future. This has given impetus on digitalization
initiatives within the public sector, as well as developing appropriate data protection legislation. These developments
are also expected to support infrastructure development for data centers – which may also be leveraged as a revenue
generation source for Nauru.
The government of Nauru has established the Nauru Trade Portal in the context of the PACER Plus agreement, with
technical assistance from UNCTAD and funding from Australia and New Zealand. The portal is meant to serve as an upto-date resource on trade data, processes and regulations, market entry requirements.

Table 6: Key websites in Nauru
Business Name

Website

Sector

Department of Finance

http://www.naurufinance.info

Finance

Eigigu Holdings Corporation

http://www.eigigu.net

Goods and Services

Nauru Trade Portal

https://nauru.tradeportal.org/

Trade and regulatory information

Nauru Airlines

http://www.nauruair.com

Airlines/DHL Agent

Nauru Marine Port Authority

http://www.nauruport.com

Sea Port

Nauru Post

http://www.naurupost.nr

Logistics

Nauru Tourism

http://www.nauru-tourism.com

Tourism

Nauru Utilities Corporation

http://www.nuc.com.nr

Energy and Water

Source: desk research

Private Sector
Within the domestic market, social media channels (primarily Facebook) function as the main facilitator for buyer-seller
matching. There is significant advertising activity on specific groups and payment takes place offline. Fishmongers are
particularly active and popular on such groups.
One of the reasons why individual domestic e-shops have not emerged in Nauru is that the retail sector is relatively
small, and buyers already know the merchants. The relatively compact size of Nauru also means that most of the retailers
are reachable relatively swiftly and the value proposition related to convenience of online ordering and delivery is
relatively low, although cannot be ruled out.
There are no E-commerce businesses operating in Nauru. Select enterprises maintain an online presence, however the
focus is on presenting the company and are not transactions focused. There is an online domain registration system
existing in the country, and a review indicates an overall small presence of local businesses with websites.
Nauru Post is well positioned to undertake E-commerce operations, for example via marketplace operations geared
towards select markets, and involving supply from Nauruan SMEs. This is even more important because it does not seem
likely that alternative marketplace operations will emerge organically soon.
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4

PAYMENT SYSTEMS /
FINTECH AND ACCESS
TO FINANCING

Bendigo Bank Agency plays an important role as the sole banking institution providing financial
services on the island.
Within the payments space, the introduction of EFTPOS is an important development in Nauru.
There are no payment gateways available which is challenging for exporters as well as for
E-commerce entities seeking to engage in international transactions. Nauru Post is one such
example of a company whose E-commerce ambitions have been adversely affected by the lack
of a payment gateway in the country. Past experiences with PayPal have not been successful.
There are no credit and lending instruments offered, partly due to the weak savings culture on the
island as well as low levels of financial literacy and high non-performing loans ratios - as indicated
by the experience of microfinance programs. The close ties to the Australian economy have also
influenced the saving habits, given that interest rates in Australia, and by extension in Nauru, remain low.
There is no incentive to save and there are no alternate savings products16 due to a severely weak legislative
framework that would facilitate such products. The lack of any insurance provider on the island is a risk for
private sector operations and investments. These conditions are not ideal for SME development.

4.1

Banking penetration

Bendigo Bank is the only banking institution operating in Nauru, functioning as an agency bank of the Australian parent.
Bendigo bank is the sole provider of financial services to Nauruan citizens. It is responsible as well for several central
banking functions including monitoring monetary supply in Nauru. It is a special project of the Ministry of Finance and is
housed within the Ministry. It is not registered as a business entity and operates via an agency bank agreement signed
between the Ministry of Finance and the Bendigo Bank. The agency reports to the Australian Prudential Regulation
Authority (APRA) for banking matters and Australian Transaction Reports and Analysis Centre (AUSTRAC) for financial
transactions.
The banking system (essentially Bendigo Bank) operates via three channels – the face to-face channel which involves
two banking locations on the island, cards/EFTPOS, and e-banking. Regarding e-banking, the apps used are standard
mobile applications that are also used by customers in Australia, but with several functionalities disabled, given that they
cannot be deployed in Nauru for reasons of ICT infrastructure, legislation, market dynamics etc.
Statistics17 on banking activity for the last 12 months indicate the appetite for banking services among the population:
•

About
	
80% of people with SIM cards have smartphones, and nearly all bank account holders have e-banking
accounts

•

There were 3.7m of transactions, with total value of AUD 2.4 billion

•

There
	
is a clearance preference for e-transactions. Value and volume of bank transactions by type were: 13.8 and
3.9 percent for face-to-face; 4.0 and 24.8 percent for cards/EFTPOS; and 82.2 and 71.3 percent for e-banking

16

 hese are products which serve as alternatives to bank saving accounts. Typical products include - money market accounts, certificates of deposit, and high-yield checking accounts, among
T
others
statistics reported here were provided by interviewed senior management at Bendigo Bank Agency, Nauru

17
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4.2

Financial regulations

Nauru is upgrading its money laundering law and structures. The country is part of the Anti-Money Laundering Group
(AML) group and has a Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU). The goal is to become a part of the Egmont group comprising of
FIUs across the world. Once the country is part of this group, this would essentially mean that the banking transactions
would be fully compliant with international standards.

4.3

Main mobile, cashless payment solutions

The commercial banking network employs EFTPOS. Bendigo bank has deployed EFTPOS technology. This existing
infrastructure will be further strengthened once the underlying internet infrastructure improves – underlying the
importance of the submarine cable deployment.
Bendigo Bank has two pathways of communications – a satellite link owned by Bendigo Bank, as well as a connection
provided by Digicel. To mitigate risks of service disruptions, half the ATMs operate via Digicel, and the other half
operate via a satellite link with Speedcast in Australia.
The payment cards are issued in Australia and shipped to Nauru. In case of merchant challenges with EFTPOS terminals,
the Bendigo agency assists in resolving the issues, for example by swapping out the terminals or providing Wi-Fi
modems when required.
Payment gateways provided by Bendigo Bank in Australia are not available in Nauru. This is because of the risk imparted
by weak internet infrastructure in the country. The loss of connectivity to Australia would mean a total shutdown of
banking activities for Nauru, and for this reason, the bank is hesitant to add applications which may exert additional
pressure on the already fragile ICT infrastructure. This however does not rule out the roll-out of digital payment services
in the future, once the submarine cable project results in tangible improvements in key internet performance metrics.
The lack of a payment gateway poses significant hindrance for Nauruan companies to receive international payments,
and for E-government services as well - cited as a challenge for Nauru Post’s digital agenda which includes an e-shop.
In general, overseas banks and fintech processors are not keen to provide payment gateways. A pilot involving PayPal
was piloted by Nauru Post in relation to stamp selling services, but this pilot did not prove successful. Due to internet
connectivity issues, there were delays in processing the placement of orders, and this led to situations where the funds
had to be reimbursed to the buyer due to such delays.
No transactions can be done in USD in Nauru. Contracts, for example, can be honored only in AUD. The same applies
to credit card payments.

Figure 7: Factors considered important to create e-payment solutions (30 responses)

Interoperability of different online and mobile payment
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Source: online survey of national stakeholders
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4.4

Access to financing options for SMEs

The Nauruan economy is tightly integrated with Australia, with the Australian dollar as the currency of Nauru. Developments
within the Australian economy have a direct impact on Nauru. For instance, the prevailing low interest rates in Australia
correlate with low interest rates in Nauru, which is a disincentive to savings. This undermines efforts of Bendigo Bank to
build a portfolio of savings which could be leveraged for offering loan products, including to SMEs. Access to saving
and investment options alterative to bank deposits in not an option now for Nauruans.

Figure 8: Factors considered important to improve access to financing (30 responses)
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There are no credit mechanisms currently available for citizens and businesses. Bendigo bank currently does not offer
lending products as it does not have a sufficient pool of savings. Issues with enabling legislation, weak financial literacy,
and lack of savings culture in the country are some of the reasons why lending products have not been developed.
The legal infrastructure for facilitating lending is not well developed in Nauru. Important pieces of missing legislation
include laws regulating non-bank lenders, consumer lending, movable collateral, etc.
One of the key challenges in Nauru is the lack of an insurance market in the country. There is no insurance provider
from the Pacific region to cover Nauru, and therefore no risks can be covered for personal or business operations. This
dissuades investment in the country. Bendigo bank has asked insurance companies the possibility to provide services
via its Nauru agency, but no supplier has so far come forth.
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5

LEGAL AND
REGULATORY
FRAMEWORK

The cyberlaw framework is underdeveloped in Nauru. This is primarily because the digital economy is
just starting to take root, and the legislations are anticipated to follow market activity in the near term. As
legislations are developed, harmonization with regulations within the region will improve predictability for
the private sector. Several laws with an indirect bearing on E-commerce are being developed. Monitoring
and enforcement will be as important as developing the legislations - it will be critical to enhance the
capacities of key public sector institutions so that they can implement the regulations rigorously. There
is an important need to ensure that Nauruan policymakers keep abreast of global discussions on several
contentious areas such as data policy (local data storage and cross-border personal data transfer),
moratorium on cross-border taxation of electronic transmissions, and international rules of taxation (via
the OECD BEPS platform).

5.1

Cyberlaws in Nauru

The cyberlaw framework is underdeveloped in Nauru. According to UNCTAD’s Cyberlaw Tracker which follows the
state of cyberlaw legislation across the world, foundational legislations such as e-transactions, consumer protection
(adapted to digital transactions), and data protection do not exist in the country, or the status is unknown. The fourth
essential legislation – cybercrime – exists but is outdated. Despite the underdeveloped status of the legislation, there
is consensus among stakeholders that the legislation drafting, and approval process is relatively agile in Nauru. The
legislation can be adopted relatively swiftly in line with anticipated needs.
Several laws are currently being developed or revised, which have an indirect bearing on Nauru’s E-commerce
ecosystem. These include Anti-Money Laundering Act 2008, Anti-Money Laundering (Amendment) Act 2008,
Cybercrime Act 2015 and 2016, Birth, Death and Marriages Act 2017. E-transaction and consumer protection laws are
in the early stage of development.

Table 7: Legislative framework and instruments with a bearing on E-commerce
Governing Legislation

Year

Tenets of the Act

Anti-Money Laundering
Act

2008

This Act was renewed in 2008 for the purpose of preventing money
laundering in Nauru. The Act established the Financial Intelligence
Unit (FIU) as the regulatory authority of the Act.

2008

Amendments were made to include new and improved definitions
relating to certain category of persons. The amendment also
conferred to FIU powers to identify and carry out obligations
relating to customer due diligence.

2017

This Act repealed the 1957 Births Deaths and Marriages Act. It
recognised electronic recording of information on births, deaths,
marriages, change of name and adoptions that occurs in the
Republic of Nauru. With this Act, electronic scanned copy of the
signatures is acceptable.

Anti-Money Laundering
(Amendment) Act

Births Deaths and
Marriages Registration
Act
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Births Deaths and
Marriages Registration
(Amendment) Act

2020

Allows for the appointment of a Registrar of Births Deaths and
Marriage Registration to oversee the administration of the Act, thus
ensuring the integrity of the information process.

2015

The Act provides for the prevention, investigation, suppression,
and imposition of penalties for computer related offences in Nauru
and for other related purposes. Identifies 16 substantive criminal law
offences which are computer relates offences.

Crimes Act

2016

The Act is the Criminal Code that relates to all conduct in
Nauru. The Act repealed the 1899 Criminal Code and has been
modernised to combat the current and emerging criminal offences,
including offenses related to E-commerce.

E-Transaction-related
laws

In progress

Laws that will underpin E-Transactions such as Data Protection and
Privacy Laws

Consumer Protection Bill

In Progress

This bill is aimed at protecting the rights of consumers in accessing
and using goods and services. The law would also provide for
remedies should such right be interfered with.

Cybercrime Act

Source: Ministry of Justice

Digital identity systems are expected to emerge soon. The Birth, Deaths and Marriages Act provides for the
establishment of national identify for citizens of Nauru. The Ministry of Justice has noted that digital identity systems will
almost certainly emerge in forthcoming years given the ongoing discussions within the public sector, and the will of the
government to develop them.

Figure 9: The level of development of Nauru’s E-commerce regulations
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Source: online survey national stakeholders

Social media platforms require introspection and careful regulation. The government has expressed concerns about
the risk of defamation activities and misinformation spread via social media, while maintaining recognition that social
media platforms such as Facebook do serve as important conduits for entrepreneurship and matchmaking between
buyers and sellers of a wide variety of products.
There is an important need to ensure that regulations are followed up with capacity to implement and enforce, as well
as coordinate with other public sector institutions. Both public and private sector stakeholders consulted for the
assessment noted that the monitoring and enforcement capacities of key institutions will need to be improved along
with promulgation or adaptation of the cyberlaws.
Several areas exist where an official position within the cyberlaw framework has not been formed. There is a need
to ensure that Nauruan policymakers keep abreast of global discussions on several contentious areas such as data
policy (local data storage and cross-border personal data transfer), moratorium on taxation of cross-border electronic
transmissions, and international rules of taxations (via the OECD BEPS platform). Although the digital economy is in the
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early stages of development in Nauru, the rapid pace of international developments means that the country cannot
afford to wait to engage in these discussions.
Taxation of digital multinational enterprises will be addressed in the medium to long-term. Nauru has an interest in
ensuring taxation from digital MNEs, however the issue is currently parked due to limited activity in the overall digital
economy sector. It will certainly be one of the important topics on the negotiation table as the government steps up
investment promotion efforts to first develop data server capabilities, and then attract MNEs (including digital MNEs) to
utilize this infrastructure.

Box 4: Taxation in Nauru
Taxation is an important component of the overall business environment for E-commerce firms. In Nauru, the
E-commerce base does not exist so far, so an assessment on the impact of taxation on the future E-commerce
sector cannot be made in substantial terms. The following however are general insights:
• Nauru
	
Revenue Office is a division within the Nauru Department of Finance. The division administers the Gaming
Act and all tax laws for the government.
• Custom
	
duty is handled by the customs authority on imported goods. Income from the sale of goods forms part
of assessable income and business profits tax is paid on any profits earned.
•	Individual Nauruans entitled to a substantial tax-free threshold with few required to pay tax. Non-individuals do not
receive a tax-free threshold and so pay tax at the normal rate.
• Currently,
	
bank transfers are the common form of digital tax payment. There have been discussions to introduce
EFTPOS payments but, EFTPOS systems are not linked to the IFMIS system of the Finance Department. So, any
payment made via EFTPOS would be difficult to trace as there are no coding mechanism to identify what the
payment is for.
• The
	
Revenue Office is not able to identify and quantify type and volume of commercial activities conducted
online.
• Tax treatment for online activities would mirror that of offline activities, meaning that import duty would apply.
• There has been some discussion to introduce VAT if the tax base shrinks.
Source: stakeholder interviews
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6

E-COMMERCE
SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

Digital entrepreneurship is significantly underdeveloped in Nauru. Most IT students find jobs within the
SOE segment, and professionals rarely establish their own IT companies. In other economies, digital
startups and entrepreneurs frequently originate from the IT sector, and the skills infrastructure in their
economies offer courses at the intersection of IT and entrepreneurship. In Nauru, USP and the TVET
department and some certificate level providers provide basic digital skills, but neither the course
offerings, nor the market demand is conducive to digital entrepreneurship to flourish. It is likely though
that with improvements in the internet infrastructure, and enhancements within the operating environment
for SMEs, this segment will develop organically.

6.1

Availability of tertiary education and professional training

In general, all schools in Nauru are equipped with computers. Students start young and are exposed to computer skills
until the end of year 10 (high school). The high school curricula are based on the curricula Australian standards.
In year 11 and 12, students can take a TVET course at Certificate II level relevant to E-commerce. The course, called
Information, Digital Media and Technology, comes from TAFE Queensland18, Australia, and includes units in website
design, MS office, emailing, networking, hardware and software, although the latter two are not comprehensively
addressed. Students passing through the 2-year TVET program can receive a Certificate II level from TAFE Queensland.19
TAFE Queensland supports all Nauru TVET programs and serves as the TVET regulator for Nauru. TAFE Queensland
audits Nauru TVET’s facilities and trainers before permitting them to deliver their accredited courses which allows Nauru
TVET students to graduate with their qualifications.  TAFE Queensland certificates are internationally accredited, and
Nauru TVET certificates are nationally accredited.
The Ministry of Education also collaborates with other TVET providers, including the Australia Pacific Training Coalition
(APTC), which delivers Certificate III level courses, and the UNESCO-UNEVOC’s International Centre for Technical and
Vocational Education.20 UNEVOC is also helping to boost Nauru TVET capabilities.
India funds a project providing basic web development and programming skills to students. A Certificate Course in
Network Security (CCNS) spanning for four months is also available.
Digitalization of training courses has accelerated because of the pandemic, with most TVET level courses having
migrated online. The Ministry is working to enhance hardware and internet connectivity (the main gaps) to further
increase the scope of e-learning offerings. This is even more important because current internet affordability, as well as
existing speeds/reliability are not conducive for e-learning infrastructure. Additionally, not all students have access to
devices at their home. At the tertiary level, most courses at USP have always been offered only in Print Mode (Distance
& Flexible Learning) but recently with the COVID-19 constraints, and the shifting of courses to online learning mode,
many courses have become available online as well.

18
19
20

 AFE Queensland is the statutory authority parent body for T echnical And Further Education (TAFE) training in the Australian state of Queensland. Established in 1882, TAFE Queensland is one
T
of Australia’s largest education providers with 120,000+ students trained each year
Nauru TVET delivers TAFE Queensland training packages. Before COVID19, TAFE Queensland trainers would visit Nauru TVET to assess students, mentor trainers, gap train, audit & report. In
the current pandemic period, Nauru TVET is issuing national certificates - as an interim measure
Nauru TVET is a member of UNESCO-UNEVOC. UNEVOC supports UNESCO’s Member States in their efforts to strengthen and upgrade their TVET systems
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Figure 10: Factors considered important to improve digital entrepreneurship and skills (30 responses)
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Source: online survey of national stakeholders

USP is the main university in Nauru. It provides education on Business Administration and IT. For Business Administration,
basic to high level courses are available on the island. Certificate level courses are usually conducted on short-term
basis and include basic accounting, customer services, management, and budget planning. Most of the students
enrolled in Business Administration courses are mature students, often sponsored by their employers and the
government for increasing capacity of the labour force. From these basic courses, students can progress to bachelor’s
degree in business administration or accounting.
USP IT courses are high demand in Nauru. As a community campus, USP is working towards developing the interest of
young children to learn IT from early age, including organising IT classes during school holidays. USP offers Continuing
and Community Education (CCE) courses – CCE courses in Basic Computer Skills are also available. For CCE courses,
the courses are taught and completed within 4 to 5 weeks.
Consultations revealed absence of specific courses able to build the skills set needed to engage in E-commerce. In
the current course formulation, IT and Business Administration are separate disciplines, thus making it hard to develop
profiles of digital entrepreneurs. No course is available from basic level to higher level that has combined IT and
Business Administration. There needs to be more investigation on how courses can be designed to meet the current
market needs for Nauru in terms of E-commerce. USP also recognises the need to combine21 financial literacy courses
with computer skills given the online environment. Challenges faced by USP campus include funding to support the
development of IT courses and lack of local capacity to meet the demands from students.

6.2

Identification of and bridging skills gaps

The Ministry of Education has identified database design and operations as an important area that must be developed
for future growth of the digital economy. The department of TVET has identified three job functions - Database Designer
and Developer, Database Administrator, and Database Analyst – as key missing profiles. Some of the proposed skills
identified include database design, website development and broader web-based technologies.
TVET – Industry linkages exist but must be strengthened. An Industry Advisory Committee comprising HR heads of
major companies on the island reviews industry requirements so that a feedback loop can be developed with TVET
offerings. The NCC is not yet a part of this committee given its recent establishment.

21
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USP interviews

6.3

Emergence of digital firms

Limited online presence within the SME sector. Businesses do not invest in developing online presence because of
two reasons. First, the local market is small, and the bulk of the buyer-seller discovery takes place via word of mouth
or social media platforms such as Facebook. Second, businesses do not export in general and therefore have not
identified the need for developing an online presence.
SOEs are the main source of employment for high-school graduates. The public sector is the main employer for high
school graduates. The government has a programme which requires students who have passed the high school level
to be engaged in internships within the SOEs, based on their career pathways. The programme takes six months, after
which they are offered jobs based on performance or let go.
Digital entrepreneurship is not actively pursued by students. Students graduating from the TVET programs as well
as those with IT related degrees mainly count on the SOEs for securing employment, although there are a minority
who do start their own companies. These, however, are focused on providing relatively basic services. Some of these
entrepreneurs buy products overseas and ship them over for sale in the domestic markets.
An innovation builder ecosystem, typically comprising of incubators, coworking spaces, accelerators etc., is not
currently existing in Nauru. The NSDS has proposed the development of an incubator and a startup fund, however these
are not yet established, and it is not known whether these will materialize in the short term.
Australia and New Zealand’s seasonal workers program can generate opportunities for E-commerce. Nauru has good
access to these programs, and this can prove useful for its citizens to learn valuable skills and invest in their own ventures
upon return. Horticulture and Hospitality sectors are the two main areas of focus for the seasonal workers program, both
of which have E-commerce potential. The Nauru curricula is being reviewed to minimize skills gaps for these programs.
There is also focus on integrating the workers as they return and support them in entrepreneurial activities.
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Conclusions

E-commerce and digitalization offer Nauru significant opportunities to overcome the structural barriers of isolation, small
size, and distance that typically accompany other Pacific Island States. In Nauru’s case, the challenges are particularly
exacerbated due to declining performance of traditional revenue sources in the form of phosphate mining and the
RPC activities.
There is indeed an urgent need to identify new levers of growth on the back of small-scale activity aimed at specific
target markets. Digitalization and E-commerce can provide opportunities for such low volume, targeted market activity,
whether it be in Tourism, Agriculture, Handicrafts, Services or Fisheries.
The forthcoming internet infrastructure and the new seaport offers a range of opportunities for diversification. The
competent services provided by Nauru Airlines and Nauru Post on the logistics side are also important. The agility of the
lawmaking process, as well as the savviness of Nauruans on absorbing digital content and services, are two important
aspects which bode well for future growth.
In some ways, engaging in E-commerce will no longer be optional, as almost all Pacific Island States are undertaking
initiatives to boost their E-commerce competitiveness. Nauru cannot afford to be left behind in this development
journey.
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The Way Forward: Action Matrix

E-Commerce Policy and Strategy Formulation
Priority
Level

Lead agency

High

DFAT-Nauru

Recognize NCC as the
NCC is funded and resourced with
representative private sector
a secretariat and facilities.
association and provide resources in
terms of staffing, infrastructure, and
policy-support over the mediumterm timeframe.

High

Department of
Economic &
Planning, National
Trade Committee,
National ICT
Committee, PIFS

S3

Assist the Tourism Corporation to
develop governance structure and
capacities in terms of staffing and
expertise.

Tourism Corporation is capacitated
to undertake strategic planning for
the Tourism sector.

High

Government of
Nauru

S4

Establish a public-private working
group involving relevant ministries
and departments along with private
sector representation, to discuss
digital economy issues on a regular
basis.

PPD dialogue which feeds directly
into policy-making initiatives.

High

National ICT
Committee, National
Trade Committee,
Niue Chamber of
Commerce

S5

Strengthen the capacities of Nauru
Bureau of Statistics for collecting,
analyzing and disseminating
statistics related to the digital
economy in Nauru.

Enhanced readiness of the
Bureau to provide meaningful
data driven insights related to the
digital economy, and particularly
E-commerce in Nauru, which
will aid policymaking and sector
strengthening.

Medium

Indicative action

Expected outputs

S1

Develop a digital economy
roadmap/strategy for the country
aligned with the NSDS. The
strategy scope may include an
integrated focus on e-government,
E-commerce, IT and other
components of the digital economy.

The Government possesses a
clearly defined roadmap with
prioritized, sequenced actions,
articulated over a five-year
timeframe.

S2

Nauru Bureau of
Statistics

Trade Logistics and Facilitation

T1

Indicative action

Expected outputs

Improve logistics infrastructure
at the airport. Develop essential
facilities for loading and unloading
products (warehousing facility)
where outgoing and incoming
products can be stored and
prepared. Assess and implement
sector specific requirements such
as refrigeration facilities for fishery
products.

PPD dialogue which feeds directly
into policy-making initiatives.

Priority
Level
High

Lead agency
National ICT
Committee, National
Trade Committee,
Niue Chamber of
Commerce
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T2

Consider adopting the World
Customs Organization (WCO)’s
Framework of Standards on CrossBorder E-commerce

Customs regime is responsive
to the needs of the future
E-commerce sector, and
particularly SMEs.

Medium

Department of
Finance (customs)

T3

Review Customs Legislation
to ensure that it is brought in
accordance with the Revised Kyoto
Convention.

Simplification and harmonization of
Customs procedures in line with
international standards

Medium

Department of
Finance (customs)

T4

Explore opportunities for
E-commerce operations / SME
operations within the seaport
project. Identify adjustments such
as LCL loads to allow low-volume,
multiple-consignee container loads.

SMEs and especially future
E-commerce firms can utilize the
seaport for their operations.

Medium

Department of
Finance

T5

Establish a forum for more
coordinated border management
– involving DFAT, customs, post
office and Nauru airlines and other
authorities.

Enhanced cooperation related to
border management, with SMEs
being ultimate beneficiaries.

Medium

Government of
Nauru

T6

Consider the development of an
electronic national single window
serving as a one-stop-shop for
online submission/processing of
all export related administrative
requirements.

Reduced burden for SME
exporters in terms of engaging in
trading activity.

Low

T7

Establish a customs broker
association of Nauru, open to
customs brokers operating in the
country.

Given the central role of customs
brokers, the association will serve
as a nodal point for trainings and
ensuring quality assurance, while
also representing their interests

Low

DFAT, Department
of Finance (customs)

Department of
Finance, DFAT

ICT Infrastructure and Services
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Indicative action

Expected outputs

I1

Accelerate efforts to deploy the
submarine cable project and ensure
last mile connectivity.

High speed, reliable, and
affordable internet is accessible
to consumers and businesses in
Nauru.

I2

Utilizing the proposed digital
The opportunities presented by
economy working group (see policy anticipated access to high-speed
and strategy formulation activities) to internet capabilities are harvested.
identify areas of opportunities which
will open up within the E-commerce
ecosystem once the high-speed
internet is in place. These include
e-government services, access
to payment gateway, e-learning
solutions and E-commerce etc.

Priority
Level
High

Medium

Lead agency
Department of ICT

NCC

I3

Conduct due diligence on whether
affordability gains of high-speed
internet can be realized in the
short-term, or whether the high
maintenance costs will have a less
than optimal impact on internet
costs.

Affordability of high-speed internet Medium
after the arrival of the submarine
cable is improved for Nauruan
consumers and businesses.

Department of ICT,
Department of
Finance

Explore options for shortterm government support to
telecommunication providers to
mitigate any impact on affordability.
I4

Consider developing an
E-commerce marketplace as a
public private initiative, which
will allow small-scale exporters
to advertise their products
domestically and internationally.

An avenue for accessing markets
and delivery logistics for small
scale suppliers.

Medium

Nauru Post, Nauru
Airlines, Customs

I5

Develop a unified government
portal (using benchmarks in Fiji and
other countries) which provides
information and links all government
websites and e-services. Associated
with this, develop set of standards
that will ensuring uniformity and
possibility of data interchange
between departments.

Enhanced usability and uniformity
of public sector websites and
e-services leading to increased
user uptake in the future.

Low

Department of ICT

Payment Systems / Fintech and Access To Financing
Priority
Level

Indicative action

Expected outputs

P1

Promulgate legislation for
supporting/regulating credit
facilities, insurance products, as
well as alternate saving products
to overcome the weak access to
finance for SMEs.

Enhanced access to credit and
other solutions such as investment
products and different savings
schemes which can boost SME
competitiveness.

High

Department of
Finance

P2

Conduct a nationwide campaign
to enhance financial digital literacy
and also institute a savings culture
among Nauru’s citizens.

Improved savings habits which also
encourages lending by banking
institutions

High

Department of
Finance

P3

Secure access to digital payment
Digital payment gateway will open
gateway, once the internet
opportunities for E-commerce,
connectivity infrastructure is
e-government.
sufficiently robust to accommodate
increased and non-interrupted flows
in digital transactions.

High

Lead agency

Government of
Nauru

Liaise with international fintech firms
such as PayPal to identify challenges
in past deployment and address
them.
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P4

Resolve the current challenge of
Enhanced flexibility for businesses
unacceptability of USD payments in
to conduct USD based business.
Nauru, as may have an impact on the
private sector’s ability to secure USD
contracts, while possibly impacting
investments as well.

Medium

Department of
Finance

P5

Promote the usage of existing digital Enhanced uptake of digital
payment solutions including EFTPOS payment solutions
within the population

Medium

Bendigo Bank

Priority
Level

Lead agency

Legal and Regulatory Framework
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Indicative action

Expected outputs

C1

Develop cyberlaws that are
currently missing (e-transaction
laws, consumer protection, data
protection), or adapt existing ones
(cybercrime) to reflect requirements
for E-commerce and the digital
economy.

Comprehensive cyberlaw
framework leading to trust
development and predictability for
investments

High

Ministry of Justice

C2

Develop capacities of key public
sector institutions for implementing,
monitoring, and enforcing
regulations related to cyberlaw
legislations that will be promulgated

Regulations are followed-up
with capacity to implement and
enforce, as well as coordinate with
other public sector institutions.

High

Ministry of Justice,
DFAT

C3

Ensure that international model
laws and standards are utilized to
develop the legal and regulatory
framework for E-commerce,
maintaining alignment with
cyberlaw tenets within the regional
E-commerce strategy.

Harmonization with regulations in
the region and in adherence with
proven best practices

High

Ministry of Justice

C4

Develop an SME strategy for Nauru
focusing on enhancing the business
environment and capabilities of the
SME sector.

A whole of government approach
to SME development, which will
also include focus on E-commerce
firms.

Medium

CIE, DFAT

C5

Commence a policy level dialogue
(involving inputs from the private
sector) to keep abreast of global
negotiations on areas including
data policy (local data storage
and cross-border personal data
transfer), moratorium on taxation
of cross-border electronic
transmissions, and international rules
of taxations (via the OECD BEPS
platform).

The government of Nauru is well
acquainted with developments
in global fora supporting the
evolution of a national position on
these matters.

Medium

Ministry of Justice,
DFAT

E-Commerce Skills Development
Indicative action

Expected outputs

D1

Utilizing existing due diligence that
has been conducted for identifying
skills requirements in the IT sector
and extend the assessment to
include E-commerce skills gaps.
Identify mechanisms for ensuring a
feedback-loop between Industry
and skills-providers.

Reduced skills mismatch

D2

For the target sectors identified in
the E-commerce assessment, launch
a pilot incubation initiative spanning
at least 1 year, involving select SMEs
(with a minimum level of readiness)
who are provided with the tools,
expertise, and mentoring support
to engage in E-commerce, relative
to specific markets such as Nauruan
diaspora in Australia. A range of
supporting actors such as Nauru
Airlines, Nauru Post, Customs should
be part of this initiative.

Successfully concluded pilot
would offer lessons for how to
build further SME E-commerce
capabilities for select sector/
market combinations.

Priority
Level
High

Lead agency
Department of
education, NCC

DFAT

Nauru Airlines, Nauru
Post, Customs,
Tourism Corporation

A cohort constituting a first
wave of SME firms exporting via
E-commerce, who can attract
following waves of SMEs.

The initiative would also help SMEs
understand how to efficiently use
Nauru Post and Nauru Airlines’
alternate shipping services.
Opportunities within the domestic
market should be considered as well.
D3

Include the NCC in Industry Advisory Strengthened inputs from the
Committee which discusses industry SME sector and keeping digital
requirements for the TVET sector.
economy requirements in particular

Medium

TVET Department

D4

To ensure sustainability of
development programs related
to financial literacy and SME
development, mandate these
initiatives to be housed within
institutions such as USP, TVET
department, NCC.

Development initiatives focusing
on SME development issues
are sustained after the initial
programming period is completed.

Medium

Department of
Education

D5

Enhance hardware and internet
connectivity infrastructure within the
Ministry of Education /TVET facilities,
specifically for broadening the
scope of e-learning offerings.

E-learning opportunities are
expanded for students in Nauru

Medium

Department of
education

D6

Coordinate with the TVET
department and USP to identify
mechanisms for keeping curricula in
line with latest international trends
which also match with the evolving
industry needs in Nauru.

Reduced skills mismatch between
academia and industry

Medium

TVET Department
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Annex I: Person Consulted and Survey Respondents
Private Sector
No

Indicative action

Organisation

Representation

Contact

1

Paul Finch

Centra Meridian Inc.

Vice-President for
Nauru Chamber of
Commerce

paulfinch1954@gmail.com

2

Sean Oppenheimer

Capelle and Partner

Managing Director

cpnauru@capelle.com.nr

3

Barina Duburiya

Boedisha Boutique

Business Owner and
Women in Business

boedisha@gmail.com

4

Christopher Manaog

Digicel

Chief Executive Officer

christopher.manaog@
digicelgroup.com

5

Sarina Tamakin

University of the South
Pacific

Campus Director

sarina.tamakin@usp.ac.fj

6

Limay Uera

Nauru Air Corporation

Head of Corporate
Services

Limay.Uera@nauruairlines.com.nr

7

Paul Finch

Central Meridian Inc.

Owner

paulfinch1954@gmail.com

8

Barina Duburiya

Nauru Law Society

Vice President

barinaw.duburiya@gmail.com

9

Chaise Doweiya

-Milton Ross Forever
-Broker

-Operations Manager
-Customs Broker

mrc_import@yahoo.com

Public Sector
No
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Indicative action

Organisation

Representation

Contact

10

Carmine Piantedosi

Nauru Utilities
Corporation

Chief Executive Officer

cxpiantedosi@nuc.com.nr

11

Allan Pattugalan
Loristo

Eigigu Holdings
Corporation

IT Personnel

it@eigigu.net

12

Greg Watson

Department of Finance
- Nauru Agency of
Bendigo Bank

Chief Executive Officer

gregwatson@bigpond.com

13

Geoff Bowmaker

Nauru Air Corporation

Chief Executive Officer

geoff.bowmaker@nauruairlines.
com.au

14

Sasikumar
Paravanoor

Naoero Postal Services
Corporation

Chief Executive Officer

sasikumar.paravanoor.ceo@
naurupost.nr

15

Patricia Grundler

Department of Justice
and Border Control

Legal Officer

patricia.grundler@gmail.com

16

Geoffrey Harris

ICT Department

Secretary for ICT

geoffrey.harris@nauru.gov.nr

17

Creiden Fritz

Department of
Commerce, Industry and
Environment

Principal Officer

creiden.fritz@gmail.com

18

Michael Nye

Nauru Maritime and Port
Authority and Nauru
Shipping Line

Chief Executive Officer

mdnye@outlook.com

19

Timoci Nanovo

Nauru Utilities
Corporation

IT Specialist

timoci.nanovo@nuc.com.nr

20

Isikeli Voceduadua

Finance

Deputy Secretary

isikeliv@outlook.com

21

Atunaisa Baleimatuku

Finance

Chief Accountant

atubale88@gmail.com

22

Masau Detudamo

DFAT

Senior Trade Officer

detudamo@gmail.com

23

Dr. Jennifer Clarke

Nauru Customs Service

Chief Executive Officer

jenny29565@yahoo.com

24

Livai Sovau

Department of Women's
and Social Development
Affairs

Acting Secretary

livaisovau@gmail.com

25

Sasikumar
Paravanoor,

Government of Nauru

Acting Secretary

cabinet.secretary@
naurugovernment.nr

26

Floria Detabene

Nauru TVET

Director TVET

naurutvet@gmail.com

27

Bernard Grundler

Nauru Tourism
Corporation

Executive Chairman

bernard.grundler@gmail.com

28

Terry Greenwood

Nauru Revenue Office

Deputy Secretary
Revenue

terrygreenwood22@hotmail.
com

29

Mike Murphy

Nauru Revenue Office

Specialist

mikemurphyNRO@gmail.com

30

Majorie Detenamo*

Department of Women’s
and Social Development
Affairs

Safe House Manager

marjoriedada.sam54@gmail.
com

31

Nadia Ike*

Department of ICT

Director of ICT
Administration

nadia.ika@nauru.gov.nr

32

Cappy Olsson*

Nauru Tourism
Corporation

Secretary

olsson.cappy@gmail.com

33

Jay Udit*

Nauru Fibre Cable
Corporation & Secretary
for Justice

Secretary

jjjjudit4@gmail.com

34

Ali Mohammed*

Nauru Utilities
Corporation

General Manager

ali.mohammed@nuc.com.nr

*Consulted bilaterally (No survey participation)
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